
 
 
  
 

Our company was found in 1993 to work in specialized engineering fields electrical, 
electronic, communication and mechanical as import, supplying  , maintenance , 
designing and implementation different projects. The company formed of large 
number of trained technicians and engineers in each field. We had built wide network 
of sources for both sellers and buyers inside Iraq and other friendly foreign countries.  
 
Our customers classes are starting from budget workshops, factories in Baghdad and 
other Governorate to large state enterprises as Military manufacturing companies, 
Universities and technical institutes in Iraq. The company had continues contacts with 
wide  international companies to insure and import the required materials with 
competition prices and short lead time delivery our company provide many military 
manufactory companies as Al-Kendi state company , Salah aldeen company, Al-
Melad sate company , Al-Eaz company, Ibn-Fernass ….etc, And Baghdad university 
,University Of Technology ,and others Technical Universities and Institutes in 
Governorate ….etc. 
 
Our company worked in wide form in communication system field ( Senaw, 
Motorolla,Sobarow, RF, Fiber Optic, and Laser) we expanded our dails as the new 
changes in our country to dail with Internet, Network systems and Fiber Optic with all 
Accessories from its Instruments medias, Test instruments, Splicing machine, Tools, 
Cables in all types (SM, MM), Cabinets, Inner patch cords, joins, Connectors, and 
Couplers ) we provide and implement  many of projects in these fields. 
 
The company have special show rooms to sell the import materials like Electronic 
Components such as ( ICs, Transistors, Capacitors, Resistors, Coils, Transformers, 
Crystals, Filters, ….etc) and Test & Measurements Instrument such as (Power 
Supplies, Oscilloscopes, Function Generators, Spectrum Analyzer, Digital 
Multimeters and Training kits  …..etc) communication instruments and accessories 
such as( Instruments, Cables, Connectors, Adaptors, … etc). 
 
We also provide high-class Consultant top assistant in conjunction with the sites for 
the benefit of the end- users .  
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